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Clocking in at two hours, this two-disc, track collection starts in earnest with the brilliant "Reunited," in which
producer RZA introduces menacing fiddles to his graveyard hoedown. Sure, its sloppy drum programming,
bizarre song structures, and unpolished sound quality disturbed commercial rap purists, but the talent was so
inherent and obvious, and the charisma so undeniable, that it propelled the Wu-Tang Clan to the height of the
rap game, and today stands not just as the hip-hop classic that introduced the concept of obscure thematic
characters each member's name references old kung-fu movies , but also bridged the gap between traditional
old-school sensibilities and the technical lyricism of today. Expect a glorious human mess, as opposed to the
ominous platinum product of their opposite numbers, and you'll realize the dope game isn't everyone's
dead-end street". Dre 's funk-filled, West Coast gangster rap dominated the business. The Wu-Tang Clan
offers something for every kind of rap fan. This expansion across the music industry was an element of RZA's
stated plan for industry-wide domination, wherein "All Wu releases are deemed to be 50 percent partnerships
with Wu-Tang Productions and each Wu member with solo deal must contribute 20 percent of their earnings
back to Wu-Tang Productions, a fund for all Wu members. Forever is one of the greatest hip hop LPs of all
time. The RZA allows a few outside producers behind the board this time, but it's his gritty samples and
numbing beats that get the party moving. In an article for The Source , The Ghetto Communicator wrote "This
record is harsh, but so is the world that we live in. For B-boys n'girls who come from the core of the hard, this
is the hip-hop album you've been waiting for". In refusing to commodify themselves, they leave blank the
ultimate canvasâ€”the self. But America was ready, in part because this one challenged convention, not
listeners. Every single track is a detonation of every single pop rule you thought sacrosanct Mobb Deep , and
Jay-Z. Something as unique and unusual as this record isn't supposed to find itself at the height of commercial
viability; it's supposed to smolder underground, hidden from the view of mainstream America, who surely
would not be ready for such a challenge. Though this initial dominance was difficult to overcome, Wu-Tang
still managed to carve out a piece of rap history. Enter the Wu-Tang along with the critically acclaimed
Illmatic and the commercial success of Ready to Die was able to shift the emphasis away from the melodious,
synthesizer -driven G-funk and restore interest into the East Coast hip hop scene. Matt Diehl from
Entertainment Weekly gave the album an A rating, and commented "Forever continues the group's artistic
grand slam. He writes that "the Wu-Tang Clan And that control, that outlook for the future, is what makes it
the best. It didn't have to be this good On this two-disc, minute set, the whole is definitely greater than the sum
of its parts. More important, after a four-year wait, on Wu-Tang Forever the Clan retains its mantle as rap's
standard bearers. Like their forebears in Public Enemy , Wu-Tang are musical revolutionaries, unafraid to
bring the noise along with their trunk of funk. The result is an intoxicating display of musical and lyrical
virtuosity, one that reveals how bereft of imagination the Wu-Tang's contemporaries are. Behind the rhymes
lie exciting string movements that give the song an eerie edge that electric guitars just can't project.


